Misspent identities, lost lovers, and flying food occupy the multiple performances. Doni's script was an aggregate across these shows were improved, so Godol's script was an aggregate across multiple performances.

For this production, the masks have been moved away with, but the spirit of the archetypes lives on. Dr. Hartnett explained in an article for Rose-Hulman's website: "In adapting the script for this production, my goal was to preserve the era's original, quirky, thematic content and comedy of the original, but translate it for a modern audience."

The story follows two lovers trying to reconnect after a tragedy divides them; perhaps an unusual plot arc for a comedy. Beatrice Raspone, (senior Software Engineering and Computer Science student Lauren Wiseman) has fled to Venice dressed as her brother is murdered by her lover Florindo (senior Computer Engineering student Brian Suchy). In that quest for peace and love, however, they are constantly thwarted by the circumstances. These circumstances are often exacerbated by the servant they unknowingly hire for their event of 'Il Fido' (sophomore Mathematics student Lauren Wiseman). Along the way, there is a mix-up of an engagement, a chaotic double dinner, and a few inside jokes about Rose-Hulman itself.

With two shows and a matinee already done, there are just two more opportunities to see the RDC's winter comedy this weekend on February 3 and 4 at 7:30 p.m. Rose-Hulman students get in for free, with adult tickets being $15 and youth tickets costing $10.

Disclaimer: The author of the article is involved with the production of the show. This did not influence the paper to publish this story over other stories promoting different on-campus events.

---

**Rose Drama Club Opens Winter Comedy**

Lauren Wiseman

News Editor

In 1746, Italian playwright Carlo Goldoni released his play The Servant of Two Masters, a story of love, loss, and redemption. The Rose Drama Club opened their production of the play this past weekend. Instead of taking place in 18th century Venice Italy, the show was brought to Terence Hartnett California by the show's director, profession Terence Hartnett.

*The Servant of Two Masters* is in the Italian style of theatre called commedia dell'arte, which uses masks and character archetypes in the storytelling. Most of these shows were improved, so Goldoni's script was an aggregate across multiple performances.

While they are essential resources, and the internal system generally serves the community without a hitch, they are still limited resources. To accommodate those affected by the new bandwidth limits have been increased.

"Usage thresholds remain unchanged," EIT's statement explained. However, the state of English, Dr. Terence Hartnett, states, "On an average day, students to read on My Rose campus events.

EI T also included a "b o n u s time" on the weekends, beginning from 6:00 p.m., Friday night and ending at 6:00 a.m. Monday morning. During this time, data transfer "will be counted at 0.25 of the actual amount.." EI T's announcement, and the Bandwidth Utilization Policy is available for students to read on My Rose-Hulman.

For more information on other EI T policies, check the EI T Knowledgebase.

---

**EIT Updates Bandwidth Utilization Policy**

Lauren Wiseman

News Editor

EIT recently released a new Bandwidth Utilization Policy. In this updated policy, EIT said in their statement, "Network connectivity and bandwidth are essential resources for members of the Rose-Hulman community." While they are essential resources, and the internal system generally serves the community without a hitch, they are still limited resources. To accommodate those affected by the new bandwidth limits have been increased.

"Usage thresholds remain unchanged," EIT's statement explained. However, the state of English, Dr. Terence Hartnett, states, "On an average day, students to read on My Rose campus events.

EI T also included a "b o n u s time" on the weekends, beginning from 6:00 p.m., Friday night and ending at 6:00 a.m. Monday morning. During this time, data transfer "will be counted at 25 percent," so it is worth pushing long downloads off to these early hours.

"...EIT mentioned two goals in the design process: providing sufficient bandwidth for low-impact web browsing and encouraging Internet usage during "off-hours.""
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The Women’s March of Washington was organized to “send a bold message to our new government on their first day in office, and to the world that women’s rights are human rights.” In the name of unity and strength, the march sought equality and parity for all humans across all levels of government. Holding fast to the tenets of ending violence, fighting for reproductive rights, LGBTQIA, civil, disability, immi-
grant, and workers’ rights; and seeking environmental justice.

The organization said, “We must create a society in which women—including Black women, Native women, poor immigrant women, immigrant women, disabled women, Muslim women, female sex and gender trans women—are free and able to care for and be with their families...”

With their mission in their sights, the Women’s March took Washin-
gton, D.C., on January 21. However, it was not just Washington, D.C. While there were one million marching in Washington, D.C., over five million marched worldwide. Across America, marches were orga-
nized in Los Angeles, California; St. Paul, Minnesota; and New York City.

Many feel President Trump’s divisive rhetoric will jeopardize the wellbeing of marginalized citizens.

Photo Courtesy of Guest Contributor

Professors made signs expressing their fears, frustrations, and hopes.

Photo Courtesy of Guest Contributor

Spinki Challenges!! is made of six mini games where the objective is to complete the mini game before the time runs out. The mini games include a timer where the objective is to play until the time runs out. The mini games include the need of dexterity and fast reactions. The mini games may be unlocked depending on the amount of points the users receive.

With completion, more levels that are difficult to say what exactly will happen. Through protests like the Women’s March, though, it looks like people are coming together for causes they believe in.

The two students had planned to start the shoot-
ing at the gym after the signal, a pencil dropping, and say “Eugene,” that student would be safe from medical help and avoid areas where people gather.
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The film’s primary charm, was found in its simplicity. The plot itself can be boiled down to a handful of characters, the conflict is pretty cut and dried, and the film did not set up any dramatic twists. What the film did bring, was a lot of characterization. Each of the three main characters (Léon, Mathilda, and Stansfield) is delightfully distinct, quickly establishing themselves as individuals rather than the bundle of common archetypes most movies could have settled for. From Léon’s charmingly childlike patterns of behavior (When he’s not slitting throats) to Mathilda’s unsettlingly un-childlike behavior (it starts with casually firing a revolver out an apartment window and goes downhill from there), every actor brought something special to their performances.

That is not to say the film was all bonding and connection, it’s not at all. All the scenes of violence are spectacularly rendered, shifting perspectives to fit the desired effect. Whether you’re sitting in your theater, is an avid botanist, maintains a healthy diet, and is the most efficient and efficient ‘cleaner for the Italian Mob, a simple man from the old country who enjoys old musical theatre, is an avid botanist, maintains a healthy diet, and is the most efficient assassin this side of comic books. Life goes on (for those Léon doesn’t have a contract on) until a corrupt DEA officer, Norman Stansfield (Gary Oldman) guns down Léon’s next door neighbors, leaving only the 12-year-old Mathilda Lando (Natalia Portman) alive. Seeking revenge, Mathilda goes to Léon for aid, at first for protection (reluctantly giving her the movie doesn’t overly rely on them to maintain audience connection. A movie well worth experiencing.
Oscar Lineup 2017  
Who will take home the hardware?

Best Picture  
La La Land  
 Arrival  
 Lion  
 Hell Or High Water  
 Hidden Figures  
 Zootopia  
 Kubo and the Two Strings  
 Manchester by the Sea  
 Fences

Best Animated Feature Film  
 Kubo and the Two Strings  
 Moana  
 My Life as a Zucchini  
 The Red Turtle  
 Zootopia  
 Zootopia  
 Life, Animated  
 O.J.: Made in America

Best Feature Documentary  
 Fire at Sea  
 I Am Not Your Negro  
 Life, Animated  
 O.J.: Made in America  
 13th

Best Actress in a Leading Role  
 Isabelle Huppert in Elle  
 Ruth Negga in Loving  
 Natalie Portman in Jackie  
 Emma Stone in La La Land  
 Meryl Streep in Florence Foster Jenkins

Best Actor in a Leading Role  
 Andrew Garfield in Hacksaw Ridge  
 Casey Affleck in Manchester by the Sea  
 Ryan Gosling in La La Land  
 Viggo Mortensen in Captain Fantastic  
 Denzel Washington in Fences

Walking to class becomes a battle for survival in the game of assassins.  
La La Land seems to be the favorite choice for many categories this year.

At the time, this person had topped the leaderboards so I knew exactly who it was and I confirmed it with the two guys on my floor. This person was supposedly looking up the schedules of both of their targets and following them to their classes lying in wait and striking while they had a chance. I knew I was next so I kept an eye out while walking around. I knew there was only one way to beat this person and stay alive. Be better at the game than they were. I found out what she looked like and found her schedule so I could know at which hours of the day I was supposed to be. That being said I secured the internet for a recent picture and used our resources on outlook and Bannerweb to find their schedule. At this point in time, I had completely forgotten about my target and I did not care at all. Although I did know, I was ready.

As Tuesday rolled along I was securing the halls for different signs of my supposed assassin. I walked to class alone looking behind me every few seconds heart beating out of my chest as I scurried from my residence hall to class. On the way I didn’t seem to see her, that may seem relieving but that made the entire situation even more stressful. When class was over I walked to my next class. I chose to walk outside despite the cold as there was a significant less amount of people than in the halls. I went to class and the bell rang to mark the beginning of my class and an hour of safety.

As the 30 minutes wound down, I began to get anxious. Before the class was over I packed up my stuff and got ready to get back to my hall. The bell rung and I bolted out and up the door, the halls were full of people and I started to feel vulnerable. I found a friend to talk to although I was still looking around. Then I saw it… a girl in grey sweatpants running my way, face blocked by another person walking in the hall. I saw her run down the long Olin hallway and I stood frozen at the end. Then as soon as I saw her run at me she ran away. That was my first sighting. From then on I knew it was worse than I could have imagined. Not only was she out for me she was out for blood. She ran down a crowded hallway just for a chance to kill me. I had escaped but just barely.

Fast forward to the end of the week. This event had happened at least two more times, making a total of three times that I could have been killed by my target. At this point in time I am still alive although I am not sure how much longer I have left. If I am alive next week I will continue the story and if you are the one who is trying to kill me, good luck.
“Black history is about remembering the achievements of the past as well as lives of those that were segregated, enslaved, and murdered.”

A select few of the iconic blacks honored in Black History Month.

Photo via gigsalad.com

Rose is Not a Creative Campus

Evel Maquelin
Staff Writer

We all heard of the “maker movement”: the worldwide push towards DIY projects and hacker culture. From young professionals to suburban mothers, it seems like everyone is getting their hands dirty and making things, whether by needlecraft, 3D printing, or machining. Everybody’s doing it, except for us Rose students. For all the talent and creativity we possess, the maker culture doesn’t extend very far past weekend hackathons or speed design competitions, and that’s a shame.

Why? It’s not for lack of ideas, or even resources, but time. As Rose we’re too busy with classwork and projects to even think about making something for fun, and that’s dangerous. All of us are going into careers where making things will be a primary part of our job description, and if we haven’t mastered the processes going from a blank whiteboard to an actual product, we’ll likely fail.

“But isn’t that what we’re doing?” you might ask. “All these assignments and projects must be leading up to something, that’s why we’re here isn’t it?”

Yes and no. The theory and practice of engineering, albeit related, are entirely separate ideas. We’ve come to Rose to learn the theory, and apply it to practice in personal projects, internships, and co-ops. Being a more academically rigorous school, this takes up a lot of our time, sanity, and patience. However, it also helps us become better engineers. Not by obsessing over grades or mastering the art of the all-nighter, but by trying things and making them better.

So why are so many of us so hesitant to join engineering clubs and competition teams? To “waste our time” fleshing out random ideas we’ve had? This is how we become better engineers. Not by obsessing over grades or mastering the art of the all-nighter, but by trying things and making them better.

What would a Rose student employer rather see? A 4.0 GPA or a list of projects and experiences building off what you’ve already learned? (Hint: if they would rather see a 4.0, you should consider somewhere else.)

This is the fatal flaw in our Rose-Israelian education: insufficient communication between the administration, faculty, and extracurriculars aren’t just there to pad our resumes, nor are they just there to pump out good technicians/ Pays. They’re there to help us understand the knowledge we’ve gathered in class without the guiding (and often contrived) hand of our professors. The real world isn’t a frenzied race, regardless of what every problem set we’ve done suggests.
With Sue B. Lajoie approaching, it is appropriate to discuss arguably the greatest and most venerated Super Bowl of all time: Super Bowl XX. Many people do not remember the glory that was displayed in Super Bowl XX with the New England Patriots taking down the Chicago Bears off against a historical team with one of the greatest minds ever to exist in football, “Da 85 Bears” and Mike Ditka.

The 85 Bears were filled with some household names such as Walter Payton, "Sweetness," who’s number 34 is now retired from the Bears franchise, William Perry, "The Fridge," who was literally the largest human being in the National Football League, Jim McMahon, a man who is known for bringing a beer to his first coaches meeting. However, every true fan knows the all-powerful dejive that lead this super-powered team to “Da Championship,” Mike Ditka and Buddy Ryan. Ditka started the superpowered to total 344.30 points, the 400 freestyle and 100 backstroke, seven event wins and nine runner-ups included Johnnie Hoig in the 100-backstroke, Michael Kvetik with in 11-dive one-meters to total 344.30 points, the 400-freestyle relay with Bartine, Tyler Sarisnair, Nate Weaber and Cam Gill, and sted Cam Gill also won the men’s 200-freestyle.

Our Men and Women will be back in action in the College Conference of Illinois Swimming Championships. The diving action in the College Conference of Illinois also dominated the game from an offensive perspective. Jim McMahon introduced some much-needed versatility into the offense because the whole offense previously worked around only Walter Payton. McMahon was a master of the audible, which led him to his many victories. He was able to win to beat the 85 Bears was the Miami Dolphins, which fueled the Bears with the fire they needed to go on and dominate New England again to tie in to the Super Bowl. The 85 Bears are arguably the greatest NFL team to set foot on the gridiron.

The Patriots of Super Bowl LI can continue their dynasty of the 21st century, led by the Harbors. Mike Ditka and Buddy Ryan. Ditka started the superstition produced an all new definition of defense into the NFL by the name of the 43 defense. This Chicago coaches included Phil Jackson, Joel Quenneville, and Joe Maddon who all had produced an all new definition of defense into the NFL by the name of the 43 defense. This sacred and the greatest NFL team to set foot on the gridiron.

The Patriots of Super Bowl XX were an embarrassment to the Super Bowl but maybe the 85 Bears of Super Bowl LI can continue their dynasty of the 21st century, led by the Bears and the 43 defense arguably ranks as the best defense of all time. This powerhouse team also dominated the game from an offensive perspective. Jim McMahon introduced some much-needed versatility into the offense because the whole offense previously worked around only Walter Payton. McMahon was a master of the audible, which led him to his many victories. He was able to win to beat the 85 Bears was the Miami Dolphins, which fueled the Bears with the fire they needed to go on and dominate New England again to tie in to the Super Bowl. The 85 Bears are arguably the greatest NFL team to set foot on the gridiron.

The Patriots of Super Bowl LI can continue their dynasty of the 21st century, led by the Patriots of Super Bowl LI can continue their dynasty of the 21st century, led by the Harbors. Mike Ditka and Buddy Ryan. Ditka started the superstition produced an all new definition of defense into the NFL by the name of the 43 defense. This Chicago coaches included Phil Jackson, Joel Quenneville, and Joe Maddon who all had produced an all new definition of defense into the NFL by the name of the 43 defense. This sacred and the greatest NFL team to set foot on the gridiron.

The Women’s basketball team took a step forward this weekend as they beat a 10-8 Bluffton team to set the Engineers at 7-0 in HCAC play. Sophomore starter, Charlie Aimone, led the team in points with 21 points but he also was tied for the most turnovers with Luke Callahan at two. Congrats to the team on their win and come watch these men beat Franklin on Wednesday.

Our track teams competed at our own Engineers Invitational as our Men and Women will be back in action in the College Conference of Illinois Swimming Championships. The diving action in the College Conference of Illinois also dominated the game from an offensive perspective. Jim McMahon introduced some much-needed versatility into the offense because the whole offense previously worked around only Walter Payton. McMahon was a master of the audible, which led him to his many victories. He was able to win to beat the 85 Bears was the Miami Dolphins, which fueled the Bears with the fire they needed to go on and dominate New England again to tie in to the Super Bowl. The 85 Bears are arguably the greatest NFL team to set foot on the gridiron.

The Women’s basketball team took a step forward this weekend as they beat a 10-8 Bluffton team to set the Engineers at 7-0 in HCAC play. Sophomore starter, Charlie Aimone, led the team in points with 21 points but he also was tied for the most turnovers with Luke Callahan at two. Congrats to the team on their win and come watch these men beat Franklin on Wednesday.

Our Men’s basketball team took a step forward this weekend as they beat a 10-8 Bluffton team to set the Engineers at 7-0 in HCAC play. Sophomore starter, Charlie Aimone, led the team in points with 21 points but he also was tied for the most turnovers with Luke Callahan at two. Congrats to the team on their win and come watch these men beat Franklin on Wednesday.
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Our Men’s basketball team took a step forward this weekend as they beat a 10-8 Bluffton team to set the Engineers at 7-0 in HCAC play. Sophomore starter, Charlie Aimone, led the team in points with 21 points but he also was tied for the most turnovers with Luke Callahan at two. Congrats to the team on their win and come watch these men beat Franklin on Wednesday.
Flipside

Obama’s Top 10 Next Jobs
1. Golf course Manager at Trump’s golf course
2. GPS voice-over actor
3. Stand up comedian
4. America’s Anger Translator
5. Bernie’s Campaign Manager
6. Whatever Kim Kardashian does for a living
7. Dancing with the Stars
8. White House Tour Guide
9. Birth Certificate Counterfeiter
10. Commander-in-Cheese of Velveeta
11. Drone Pilot
12. YouTube Streamer

Fact of the Week
In the 1980s, a one letter typo cost the Yellow Pages US$10 million when they misprinted a travel agency’s advertisement for “exotic vacations” as “erotic vacations”

WACKY PROF QUOTES

“Always use a brick first. On objects, it’s called “Percussive Maintenance”. On people, it’s called Percussive Therapy”… sometimes, you need to do multiple brickings…”

“Come next fall, you’ll be on your retirement cruise. I don’t think it will be an issue.”

“Cocaine is one hell of a drug.”

“Wow, I really shouldn’t fail this test then.”

“Did you finish the final project for Microcontrollers?”

“Then what?”

“The Sesame Street puzzle I bought said 3-5 years, but I finished it in 18 months.”

Heard ‘Round Campus

“Always use a brick first. On objects, it’s called “Percussive Maintenance”. On people, it’s called Percussive Therapy”… sometimes, you need to do multiple brickings…”

“Come next fall, you’ll be on your retirement cruise. I don’t think it will be an issue.”

“Cocaine is one hell of a drug.”

“Wow, I really shouldn’t fail this test then.”

Did your prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? We want to here about it! Send your quotes with who said it to thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu.